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Abstract—Intrusion detection in cyberspace is an important field for today's research on the scope of the security of computer networks. The purpose of designing and implementing the systems of intrusion detection is to accurately categorize the virtual users, the hackers and the network intruders based on their normal or abnormal behavior. Due to the significant increase in the volume of the exchanged data in cyberspace, the identification and the reduction of inappropriate data characteristics will play a significant role in the increment of accuracy and speed of intrusion detection systems. The most advanced systems for intrusion detection are designed for the detection of an attack with the inspection of the full data of an attack. It means that a system of detection will be able to recognize the attack only after the execution of the attack on the attacked computer. In this paper, a system for end-to-end early intrusion detection is presented for the prevention of attacks on the network before these attacks cause further detriment to the system. The proposed method uses a classifier based on the network of the deep neural for the detection of an attack. The proposed network on a supervised method is trained for the exploitation of the related features by the raw data of the traffic of the network. Experimentally, the proposed approach has been evaluated on the dataset of NSL-KDD. The extensive experiments show that the presented approach performs better than the advanced approaches based on the accuracy, the rate of detection and the rate of the false positive, and also, the proposed system betters the rate of detection for the classes of the minority.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing expansion of the Internet, in terms of infrastructure and in terms of software, has caused an increment in the number of network users’ number and their applications [1]. Today, many public sector services and many private sector services are virtually done on the Internet. The development of this virtual space has caused the detection of intrusion to become the most important subject in the scope of the security of computer networks. The systems for intrusion detection try to classify the activity of the made connections by the users into two categories: the normal and the abnormal [2]. In more advanced systems, sometimes, the type of abnormal behavior, which is also called an attack, is specified. Each connection in the network is described based on the collection of features, which these features can be used for the determine of the normal connection or the abnormal connection [3], [4].

The accuracy of the detection for the systems of intrusion detection is the most important indicator of the efficiency of these systems. The increment of the accuracy in the systems of the detection of the intrusion prevents the result of more attacks in the system. The attack neutralization will play a decisive role in the reduction of the costs caused by the attacks on valuable network resources [5]. The attacks of the Denial of Service (DoS) are the most popular kind of attacks that are constantly sent to servers by different IP addresses and prevent the serving of the servers or shut down of the servers [6]. Usually, the attacker varies the address of the IP to carry out an attack on the victim's computer. Although the network firewall that first responds to the attack performs the process of filtering the attack, unfortunately, today, this amount of security is not enough. Then, the attacks that can elapse the firewall are sent through an intermediate router into the deep learning-based approach to the detection of the intrusion. Here, the multitude of variant classes of new attacks can be identified. If an unusual position is observed, it is immediately related to the center of the management of the system. Usually, this center informs the system officers about this situation via SMS or email, and then it automatically blocks this attack [7], [8].

It is essential to provide a more precise method of the detection of attack for the detection of novel attacks in the servers and the networks. The detection methods do not use the programming of the unequivocal according to problem complexity [9]. Usually, they use the methods of machine learning, which can be remarkably prosperous on the problems of decision-making as long as the features of the sufficient are presented on problem [9], [10]. In deep learning, incumbent features are also exploited by training certain layers like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) or Convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The achievement of an extended network of deep learning strongly appertains the kind of layers of feature extraction. Also, it depends on sufficiently large training dataset. In addition, the preprocessing and organization of input data may have an important result in achievement [11]. Thus, hunt for superior methods in different fields is a topic that is studied by researchers. In current paper, a system for end-to-end early intrusion detection is presented for prevention of attacks on network before these attacks cause further detriment to the system. The proposed method uses a classifier based on the network of the deep neural for the detection of an attack. The proposed network on a supervised method is trained for the exploitation of the related features by the raw data of the traffic of the network.

In summary, the contributions and the reasons for choosing the methods of this paper are as follows: 1) A basic network intrusion detection method is presented. If more data is available, the proposed approach can make a more informed decision about the class label of a given network traffic data,
but it delays the decision. Therefore, in this work, the focus is on optimizing the attack detection accuracy with minimum delay. 2) The proposed approach extracts relevant features from raw network traffic data end-to-end instead of relying on manual feature engineering process. Therefore, the proposed approach is domain-independent and does not require domain-specific data preprocessing steps. 3) A new metric is introduced to evaluate how early the proposed approach can detect attacks.

The continuation of this article is as follows: Section II provides a review of the research literature. Section III the proposed method, which uses the model of deep learning, is presented. In Section IV, the dataset used in the designed experiments details and the outcomes of these experiments are presented. In Section V, the general conclusions and the prospects for future research are presented.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The system of intrusion detection in the network is applied for the monitoring of the network traffic to protect the system from network threats. This system tries to find the destructive acting like the attacks of DoS, the attacks that monitor the network traffic, and the port scanning attacks [12]. In general, two methods are used to detect the intrusion on the network:

A. Detection of Anomaly

It is when the observed behavior of the user does not follow an expected behavior [12]–[14]. In network anomaly detection, the normal system activities such as the network bandwidth, the ports, the rules and the device communication are examined. The detection of the anomaly of the intrusion is a hard problem with several proofs. First, the use of the system and user behavior is constantly evolving. Therefore, the intrusion detector must also evolve. Without the permission for these changes in the behavior, the network administrator will soon be inundated with false alarms, and it will rapidly affect the trust in the system. A second important factor in the detection of the anomaly is that an alert of the behavior of the abnormal may not furnish any specific beneficial data for the administrator of the network. The ambiguous alert about which the system may be beneath the attack makes it hard to catch the firm’s measured action. Also, sometimes, the known attack may not be recognized by the system of the detection of the anomaly. This is the fundamental problem [12]–[14].

B. Signature-based Detection

It is when the observed behavior indicates an intention for the misuse of the network computing resources. The benefits of the detection based on the signature consist of simplicity and effectiveness, and it has a great ability for detecting the attacks of the known. The other important profit is that the alert that is published is a certain alert because it reconciles the signature of the pattern of a certain attack. By a special alert, the administrator of the network can rapidly assess whether the attack of the doubtful is a wrong alert or real. I.e., if it is detected as real, the network administrator can adopt an appropriate response. Another advantage of this approach is the ability to produce accurate results and reduce false alarms. However, a disadvantage of the system of detection based on signature is that the signature file must be updated. Also, with the increment of the number of signatures, the efficiency of the system is decreased. On the other hand, the system will be able to recognize the attacks of the known. The smallest change in the known attacks causes the possible loss of the attack detection by the system [15]–[17].

In the literature, there are different researches for IDS with the use of the methods of machine learning. Here, the latest articles based on the deep learning are presented. In [18], the authors have presented a hybrid method based on the networks of the deep belief and the networks of the probabilistic neural. The authors deal with the imbalance of the class in the NSL-KDD dataset with the use of SMOTE about the increment of the classes of the minority and with the use of NCL about the classes of the majority of the under-sampling. In [19], the authors have presented a technique for the extraction of the feature with the use of the sparse auto-sampling. Their presented system is contrasted to the prior methods of the extraction of the feature. The process of the classification is speeded up, and a superior process for the learning is acceded. An impressive practical model has been developed for use in the systems of the detection of intrusion.

In study [20], the authors have provided an approach to the detection of the literature on machine learning and the applications of deep learning in the detection of intrusion on the network. Also, the authors have appraised the different databases, the different approaches and the different problems with the detection of the intrusion. In research [21], the authors have provided the models based on the optimization of the particle swarm for the selection of the feature and for the meta-parameter selection. They have evaluated the different models of deep learning, like the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and the Deep belief network (DBN). In study [22], the researchers have provided a review of research about deep learning for the IDS. They have also reviewed the light research and the directions for the future. The authors provide an approach for the architectures of deep learning for the kinds of IDS and for the databases. In research [23], the authors have proposed the categorization of the models of deep learning for the systems of the detection of intrusion. Also, they have presented the literature review in their research. The training and the test have been performed on the various databases with the use of four methods of deep learning. Their test outcomes are compared by articles in the literature. Also, the assessments for the latter research about the systems of the detection of the intrusion, which are based on deep learning, are provided.

The authors have provided an approach to the detection of the attack based on deep learning about the attacks of Distrubed Denial of Service (DDOS). Their presented approach has been evaluated in the dataset of CICIDS. Also, it has been simulated the traffic of the DDOS. It is expressed that the presented approach outperforms the several prior approaches for the detection of the attacks of the DDOS [24]. In [25], the authors have provided an asymmetric deep auto-encoder classification method for the unsupervised learning of the features. Their proposed method is evaluated on GPU with the use of the dataset of KDD-CUP99 and the dataset of NSL-KDD. The obtained outcomes have been contrasted by the research on literature. In study [26], the researchers have extended a model of the deep network, which consists of the
RNNs with the units of the recurrent of the gated, the Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) and the modules of the softmax for an increment of the efficiency of the systems of the detection of the intrusion. Their experiments on the presented model have been performed in the dataset of KDD-99 and the dataset of NSL-KDD. The outcomes of the experiments have displayed that the GRU has superior outcomes over LSTM in the systems of the detection of intrusion. In study [27], the authors have extended an IDS basis on self-learning according to the framework of STL to propose the superior security of the network over the standard technologies for the defense of the network. The experiments in the dataset of NSL-KDD incur accuracy of the classification of binary and the accuracy of the five-class classification. Also, their experiments reduce the time of the training and the time of the test.

In research [28], the authors have provided an approach based on the cloud for the detection of the intrusion in the network in real-time with the use of the binomial deep learning models and the models of the 5-class deep learning along with the framework of H2O. In case of an attack, the models can dispatch a notification to the mobile to the model authorities just the packets from the network are selected that are relevant to the kind of attacks that the system is monitored. Just the packets from the network are sent via the flow of the network among the unreliable network and the attacked system is monitored. Just the packets from the network are selected that are relevant to the kind of attacks that have to recognize them. For instance, if the goal is the detection of web attacks [10], then we only capture the packets of HTTP.

A. Approach of the Processing of the Flow

In the current section, the modules of the approach of the designed flow processing are introduced. As mentioned in the previous section, in this approach, three modules are used, which are as follows:

1) Filtering of packet: The traffic of the raw of the network among the unreliable network and the attacked system is monitored. Just the packets from the network are selected that are relevant to the kind of attacks that have to recognize them. For instance, if the goal is the detection of web attacks [10], then we only capture the packets of HTTP.

2) Identification of flow: With the reception of a novel packet, the model checks the packet features, like the addresses of the IP of the source and the addresses of the IP of the destination, for the identification of a flow of the appropriate activity for it. The flow of the active displays a session of communication between two endpoints of the network. Also, if no active flow is found that matches the features of the packet, then a novel flow is created. A flow of the network is presumed to be inactive or terminated. After that, the connection is lost or the time at which the flow has not embraced a novel packet on a specified time period. The value of the timeout of the flow can be set due to the kind of protocol of the traffic of the network, which is adapted for the detection of attacks.

3) Preprocessing of packet: When the suitable flow of the novel packets is identified, then every packet is sent via the below preprocessing stages to truncate the unfavorable data and to convert it to the byte vector with a uniform size: the truncation step and the transformation step. The primary goal of the mentioned stages is the confidence that the classifier must rely on the related features to classify the flow. The details of these steps are as follows:

a) Truncation step: The packets of the raw received consist of the header of Ethernet. This header contains the data
about the link of the physical. However, this information is worthless for the detection of an attack insomuch it can be faked as easily. Therefore, the header of Ethernet is deleted from the packet. Also, the header of the IP on the packets contains data like the perfect longitude of the packet, the version of the protocol, the addresses of the IP of the source and the addresses of the IP of the destination. The mentioned data is essential for the routing of the packets on the network. This data is considered disjointed for the classifier because it is possible that the classifier starts to emphasize the IP information for the detection of the flows of the attack. Thus, it is deleted from the packets. It permits the classifier to operate consistently if the node's address on the network has varied. Also, it allows the classifier to popularize the learned information from an environment of the network to another environment.

b) Transformation step: At the time of the usage of the neural network for the classification operation, an input with a fixed size is required. In order to uniform the header longitude of the layer of the transport and in order to uniform the payload of the packets, these packets with the zeros to a fixed length are cutted. It should be noted that if the packet's longitude on a flow is limited, then, the flow longitude is not limited, unlike the other proposed methods like the presented approaches [11].

B. Flow Classification

An essential aspect of proper forecasting is the prediction of the attack with enough time to implement the true reaction to the attack as rapidly as possible before it causes further damage to the attacked system. Therefore, to minimize the time of the prediction, a DNN is used as a classifier of the flow insomuch with an increment of the model size, the prediction time is increased because more computations are required. The key problem is that the decrement of the size of the model usually makes the finite power and the little accuracy [32], [33]. To alleviate the mentioned problem, instead of the training of a model of the large complex for the classification of all kinds of attacks, a set from the naive models is trained which in it, every model is trained for the classification with just a subset of the classes of the attack. Several ensemble strategies, like the voting of the majority and the ranking, have been proposed in the literature for the employment of multiple models and the combination of their predictions [34]. However, the discussion of the ensemble strategies is beyond the domain of the current article.

In the current article, the networks of the neural convolutional as one-dimensional [35] are used for the extraction of a good representation of the internal flows of the network and the presentation of it as the input of a network of the fully-connected or the network of the dense. A layer of the softmax [36] is used as the layer of the final of the network for the calculation of the distribution of the probability for the classes of the target. CNNs are used for the extraction of the related features by the data of the input of the network, like the images and the trails. These networks are able to model the dependencies of the spatial and the dependencies of the temporal on the data with the learning of the corresponding filters of the convolution. A convolution layer consists of several convolution filters, and each filter is used for the extraction of a feature of the specific from the data of the input. Therefore, the output of the layer of the convolution is named the map of the feature.

![Fig. 1. An overview of the steps of the presented model for network intrusion detection.](image-url)
The data of the input of ID-CNN has two dimensions. 1-th dimension determines the trail of the circumstances. In contrast, 2-th dimension is related to the features of the individual from a circumstance. ReLU [37] is used as a function of the activation of the nonlinear in each neuron on the layer of the convolution. Usually, every layer of the convolution is coupled with a layer of the pooling [36] to get the translation-invariance from the returned output with the layer of the convolution. The mentioned layer decreases the size of the time of the output by replacing every partition with the static size by a statistic of the summary from the adjacent elements. CNNs have fewer trainable parameters than the other kinds of ANNs [35]. Therefore, they have fewer possibilities for the overfitting of the data of the training versus the networks of the fully connected. After the convolution operations and the operations of the pooling, a flow of the network with the changeable longitude is displayed with a series of maps of the feature with the changeable longitude. A global layer of the pooling [38] is used for the transformation of the series to a vector with the changeable longitude, and this vector is presented as the input of the layers of the fully connected to obtain the vector of the feature. Finally, a layer of the softmax is applied to the vector of the feature to achieve a distribution of the probability for every class. Based on the distribution of the probability and the basis of the threshold of the classification, the predictions of the final are made.

**C. Training**

The classifier is trained before its use for the detection of early intrusion online. The system’s purpose is to learn automatically the features of the spatial-temporal from the flows of the raw of the network, and then, this system uses these learned features for the reliable identification of the attack flows as quickly as possible. A dataset of the flow labeled is needed for the training of the supervised, which dataset includes the normal flows and the flows of the attack. Moreover, the flows of the labeled and the dataset must contain the corresponding packets of the network with flows. Most of the datasets that are used to train IDSs suffer from the imbalance of the class [2]. That is, the sample number between the various classes in the dataset is not the same. The trained classifier on an unbalanced dataset usually shows the bad efficiency basis the accuracy of the prediction. Thus, in the current article, to correct the effect of the imbalance of the class, the used classifier is trained by the weighting of the sample, which this weighting performs as a factor for the value of the computed loss in every sample among the process of the training. The weight of every sample is based on the related class. Inversely, it is computed with the frequencies of the class in the data of the training of the proportional. The goal is that the classifier must pay further attention to the examples which belong to the classes of the down-represented.

The dataset of the training is prepared with the processing of each packet into flows with the use of the mentioned method above. A dataset of the flow is displayed as \( \{(F_j^{(T)}, y_j)\} \) \( 1 \leq j \leq N \). In it, \( N \) is the flow number \( F_T \) and \( y \) shows their labels. As regards the goal, it is the training of a classifier that can reliably detect an attack flow after the view of the first packets from a certain flow. Thus, the dataset is extended with the creation of a stack of the short fragments of a flow with the variable longitudes. The expanding process of the dataset of the training with the generation of more data than the existing data is named the augmentation of the data [39]. The process start with the creation of the smallest fragment from a certain flow that contains just the first packet from the flow. Subsequently, by cumulatively adding more packets, more fragments per flow are created, according to the predefined fragmentation rate \( s_r \) such that \( 0 < s_r < 1 \). The fragmentation rate \( s_r \) is a meta-parameter which is used for the calculation of the fragment size \( s_r = [s_r \times T] \) in a certain flow, which in it, \( T \) is the flow longitude. The value of this parameter reins the number of the produced fragments in every flow. For example, with the decrement of the value of \( s_r \), the more fragments are generated in each flow.

Presume that a flow is given as \( F_T^{(j)} = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_T\} \), the fragments set of this flow is as below:

\[
\{F_{t=k* s_r}^{(j)} \mid k = 1, 2, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{T - 1}{s_r} \right\rfloor \}
\]

All fragments have the label of a similar \( y_j \) which the main flow is needed. For instance, suppose 3 flows by the various longitudes: \( F_6^{(1)}, F_{15}^{(2)}, \) and \( F_{70}^{(3)} \). The fragmentation rate \( s_r \) is set with 0.25. The fragment sizes \( s_r \) for \( F_6^{(1)}, F_{15}^{(2)} \) and \( F_{70}^{(3)} \) are determined 2, 4 and 18. Table 1 catalogs the fragments from the generated flows with the process of the augmentation of the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Flows</th>
<th>Flow Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( F_6^{(1)} = {P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_6} )</td>
<td>( {P_1, P_2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( F_15^{(2)} = {P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{15}} )</td>
<td>( {P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( F_{70}^{(3)} = {P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{70}} )</td>
<td>( {P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{18}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data augmentation is applied only to the flows of the dataset of the training. This dataset is expanded with the inclusion of the created flow fragments. Table I shows the fragments from the generated flows by the data augmentation process. The proposed classifier is trained for the learning of the map function \( H: F_t^{(j)} \rightarrow y_j \) (where \( t \leq T \)). Namely, the
classifier must be able to predict the label of the class \( y_f \) from a certain flow \( F_t(j) \) by just the first packets \( t \). In the proposed method, the function of the loss of the cross-entropy and the optimizer of Adam [40] have been used for the training of the proposed classifier.

D. Monitoring

Real-time monitoring on high-speed networks is challenging work because of the great rates of the packet. In the proposed method, the mentioned point is the main reason that only process the packets of the network that are relevant to the attack's kind, which want to recognize. The module of the sniffer of the packet is responsible for the monitoring of the traffic of the network on the time of the real. As shown in Fig. 1, it captures and then forwards the incoming network packets and the outgoing packets of the network to the approach of the processing of the flow. The mentioned module, with the use of the library of libpcap is implemented, which furnishes an interface of the programming for the capturing of the packets which are passed via the interfaces of the network. Also, this library asserts the filters that can be configured to take just the specific packets. These filters, which usually are supported by the kernel of the system of the operating, cure the efficiency with the reduction of the overhead of the process of the filtering of the packet.

Also, a roster of the flows of the active and the prognostications about these flows are holded, which are done by the classifier of the flow. As shown in Fig. 2, while the flow of the network is updated by a novel packet, the classifier of the flow is used for the obtention of a prediction. The class of the final of a flow is the class that has the greater probability over the other classes, and classification threshold \( \epsilon \in [0.1] \). Whenever none of the probabilities of the class is greater than the certain threshold, then the proposed method returns Unknown as the class of the final. If the threshold of the classification is increased, then the rate of false positives is reduced, which improves the classification accuracy. The thresholds are presented by the administrator of the network, who sees the traffic of the network, and this person is responsible for the reaction to the attacks.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS

In the current part, the used dataset, the performed experiments and the obtained results are presented. The presented method is implemented on the computer by Core (TM) i7 CPU 3.0 GHz Intel(R) and 8G RAM. The efficiency of the presented approach is tested in the dataset of NSL-KDD. The data distribution of this dataset is shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the distribution of the data is unbalanced. The efficiency is displayed with the performing of the comparisons by the other deep learning models for the verification of the performance of the various components.

A. The Evaluation Criteria and the Parameter Setting

In the designed experiments, the strategy of \( K \)-Fold Stratified cross-validation is used for the test and for the training to ensure a good ratio of the training test. The optimizer of Adam [40] is applied as an optimizer for the optimization of weights for the training. The proposed model is trained in 150 iterations on the architecture of the basic. The rate of learning is adjusted to 0.001. Also, the exponential rate of the decay for the estimation of the first moment is adjusted to 0.9, and the estimation of the second moment is adjusted to 0.999. The tests are done with the use of Keras. Then, the proposed approach is appraised, due to three criteria: \( FPR, ACC \) and \( DR \). \( ACC \) evaluates the ability of the model to predict the traffic of the normal and the traffic of the attack, while \( DR \) measures its ability for the detect of the attack traffic. A higher \( DR \) indicates that this approach is susceptible to the attacks of the network and that it aids in the persons to act the precautions on time. \( FPR \) is applied for evaluation of the misclassification of the traffic of the normal. \( DR \) and \( FPR \) should be presumed as common since a great \( DR \) can be overshadowed by a great \( FPR \). The above criteria definitions are as follows:

\[
ACC = \frac{TN + TP}{FP + FN + TP + TN} \quad (3)
\]
\[
DR = \frac{TP}{FN + TP} \quad (4)
\]
\[
FPR = \frac{FP}{TN + FP} \quad (5)
\]
TN and TP display the number of the traffic of the normal and the number of attacks that are properly classified, respectively. FP display the number of the records of the real normal that are misclassified as attacks. Also, FN display the number of attacks that are misclassified as the traffic of the normal.

B. The Acquired Results

To display the performance of the presented approach, two scenarios are considered: 1) the binary classification where the proposed method judges whether an instance is an attack or the traffic of the normal. 2) the classification of the multi-class where the proposed approach forecasts whether an instance is a class from the given attacks on the dataset or the normal.

1) The classification of the Binary: Table II displays the outcomes of the classification of the binary with the K-Fold Stratified cross-validation, where k is in the range of 2-10. For the dataset of NSL-KDD, the mean ACC is equal to 99.71%, the mean DR is equal to 99.75%, and the mean FPR is equal to 0.28%. In Fig. 4, it is clear that the presented method has the great DR and the great ACC. Also, it has a little FPR. With analysis of Fig. 4, it can be seen that the foremost outcomes become visible at K equal to 10. Because with an increment of the folds number, there will be more examples from every class of the attack/normal that the approach can be trained with them. Thus, the approach can classify them as superior. The outcomes show that the proposed method has the powerful ability to discern between the traffic of the normal and the traffic of the attack.
2) The classification of the multi-class: The outcomes of the classification of the multi-class are presented in Table III. For the dataset of NSL-KDD, the mean ACC is equal to 99.71%, the mean DR is equal to 99.73%, and the mean FPR is equal to 0.32%. Fig. 5 displays DR of the classes for the five-classes classification in the dataset of NSL-KDD. As it is clear from Fig. 5, the proposed method shows excellent performance in the detection of malicious attacks. To display the outcomes of the detection of the approach directly, a matrix of the confusion is used for the representation of the outcomes of the test. Fig. 6 displays the matrix of the confusion in the dataset of NSL-KDD for the classification of the multi-class. According to Fig. 6, it is shown which most instances are focused on the matrix diameter, and this point shows that the total efficiency of the detection is great.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.62</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>99.73</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>99.62</td>
<td>99.67</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>99.81</td>
<td>99.79</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>99.93</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>99.71</td>
<td>99.75</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. THE OUTCOMES OF THE PRESENTED APPROACH ON THE MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION MODE

Fig. 5. The DR results of all classes in the dataset of NSL-KDD.
To prove the strong efficiency of the presented approach, the proposed approach of this paper is compared with seven advanced models. These methods are: SVM in [41], RF in [42], AdaBoost in [43], HAST-IDS in [44], CNN-BiLSTM in [45], LuNet in [46] and Pelican in [47]. These methods are trained and tested with a similar data partition and, with the strategy of the cross-validation with $k$ equal to 10. The outcomes of the proposed approach are provided in the best case. Table IV shows the outcomes of the multi-class comparison of the proposed method with seven advanced models. It is clear that the proposed model outperforms the other models on all evaluation criteria. The outcomes display that the presented model betters the detection rate. Also, it maintains a low false positive rate. This point shows the greater effectiveness of the model for network intrusion detection.

### C. Discussion

Despite the good performance of the proposed method, there are limitations to the presented work, which are discussed in this section. The main threat to the validity of the proposed method is that only one dataset was used in the evaluation. Therefore, the test results may be different for other datasets that have different types of attack classes. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, most publicly available datasets, with the exception of NSL-KDD, are outdated and/or lack raw network traffic data. The proposed approach can extract relevant features from raw network traffic data instead of relying on manual feature selection process. Therefore, it can be easily applied to other datasets. Future work could be to conduct additional experiments by using different datasets such as CSE-CIC-IDS2018 to mitigate this threat.

Another threat to the validity of the proposed method is that the evaluation may appear subjective. Another threat to the proposed work is that only three attack classes are considered. As mentioned, a simple DNN model (ie, a model with a relatively small number of trainable parameters) is trained to detect only certain types of attacks to achieve good accuracy and reasonable prediction time.
V. CONCLUSION

In the current article, a system of the early detection of the intrusion, which is based on the end-to-end, has been presented for the prevention of real-time network attacks before they cause further detriment to the system of the attack. A classifier basis on CNN is used, to detect the attack. The model is trained as a method of the supervised extraction of the related features by the data of the raw traffic of the network rather than relying on the process of the manual selection of the feature, which is applied to the most relevant methods. The designed experiments have been evaluated in the dataset of NSL-KDD, and the obtained results display that the presented approach improves the overall results (especially the rate of detection and the rate of false positives). The presented approach in the current paper is competitive. It obtains the lower overhead of the computational, which is essential for practical network intrusion detection.

Further analysis has shown that the proposed method has gaps for the betterment of the discerning among the groups by similar features, and the future work will be reviewed here. Furthermore, in the latter task, the researchers can aim to evaluate the proposed approach in the different datasets. Also, the various architectures of the network of the neural can be investigated to check the comparative efficiency in the early detection of the attack.
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